
 

 

 
 

 
Photo Scavenger Hunt- Benefits 

          
 
This simple activity packs a lot of Nature and developmental punch: 
 
 

        It slows kids down so they start to observe what's all around them 

        Kids start to develop bodily control as they settle into waiting, watching and being quiet, stealthy, Nature 
Detectives. 

        Kids Tune In to Nature in a simple way and they begin to connect with it 

        Kids become absorbed in Nature by having a simple activity to do, giving it their full attention 

        Curiosity and wonder spark inside the child as they start to notice Nature and the potential photo 
opportunities around them 

        Creativity and ingenuity grow as they start to look for the best shot, the best angle, and their eyes starts to 
seek out the interesting, the beautiful and the bizarre. 

        Independence, problem solving, sharing, turn taking, all come to the fore as the kids work on their activity 
with a sense of purpose, work together to get their best photo, wait for their turn, and then drift off to do it on 
their own. 
 
 
Some tips to get started: 
 

       Kids won't need much encouragement to get their hands on your phone, but set your boundaries at the 
beginning - like the number of snaps each, how you will rotate goes with the camera, treating your phone with 
respect, and helping each other by looking out for each other 

       For the Nature Days Photo Scavenger Hunt, you may decide to do a lucky dip by giving each one a number 
and the kids chose them randomly. Or, if time is an issue, you can decide to do as many as you can within a set 
time frame. Do what works best for you. 

       Get up close to the objects, down on the ground, right into the plants, and the kids will be amazed at the 
detail of the image they capture. 

       Quirky or bizarre objects, shadow, different angles are all useful when taking Nature photo's.  

       Use the PlantNet app to get kids into tapping photo's of plants and then checking on the APP what the 
plants is called.  
 
 
Check out Naturedays | Activity Finder for more fun outdoors ideas. 

https://f6506a5a-5f1c-4bbc-aa40-8e595e9e4912.filesusr.com/ugd/9f4b80_d7b447bdab2e4aa2afe18c9f91721e88.pdf
https://www.naturedays.ie/activity-finder

